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ProvViz: An Intuitive Prov Editor and Visualiser?
Ben Werner[0000−0001−9099−3488] and Luc Moreau[0000−0002−3494−120X]
King’s College London

Abstract. This proposed demonstration introduces ProvViz [9], an intuitive in-browser
PROV editor and visualiser that targets both users familiar and unfamiliar with the syntax
of PROV documents. The layout of the editor is composed of a text-editor and an interactive
visualiser which is also released as a standalone UI component on the Node Package Manager
(NPM) registry1 .
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Introduction

PROV [7] was standardised in 2013 and since then can demonstrate some high-profile and impactful
deployments, as discussed in [4]. However, adoption still requires significant effort, in terms of
creating provenance, storing provenance or analysing provenance. Thus, any tool that lowers the
adoption threshold is welcomed. Our focus in this demonstration is on an editing and visualization
tool, ProvViz, which does not require any software to be pre-installed by the user, and allows PROV
documents to be constructed and explored in any of the serializations it supports.
This document outlines the related work and proposed demonstration, and concludes by discussing the significance and applications of the ProvViz system. A thorough report of the ProvViz
design and implementation can be found in [9].
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Background & Related Work

A variety of related work exists which aims to visualise data provenance.
Provenance Explorer [1] is a standalone Java-based desktop application that visualises RDF
provenance data, with an emphasis on security features that produce a variety of views based on a
user’s access privileges. It focuses exclusively on provenance events associated with laboratories or
manufacturing.
Prov Viewer [3] is also a standalone Java-based desktop application, with the aim of enabling visual exploration of PROV documents. The application facilitates filtering nodes and edges, zooming
and panning to navigate the graph, basic visualisation editing functionality, and merging multiple
provenance graphs into a single visualisation. The GUI of the application presumes prior knowledge
of the PROV ontology, and no modification functionality is implemented.
?
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AVOCADO [8] is another visualisation tool which generates provenance visualisations based
on data flows with the goal of assisting the reproducibility of bioinformatic workflows by allowing
the user to introspect the provenance visually. It supports very large provenance graphs through
clustering methods.
More general-purpose tools such as the ProvToolBox Java library [5] and the prov Python library
[2] also implement provenance visualisation generation functionality, producing an SVG image for
a corresponding PROV document.
In general, existing provenance visualisation tools focus on scientists as their target users because of the important role provenance plays in the scientific discovery process as a means of
reproducing and peer-reviewing experimental procedures. None of the applications are directed towards beginners who may simply want to interact with existing PROV documents to learn more
about the standard and how it can be used. Some of the applications are targeted towards specific domains (Provenance Explorer and AVOCADO), and most require downloading and installing
software packages on a desktop computer before they can be used. The applications that support
the PROV data model focus on provenance visualisation, and do not facilitate intuitive editing
functionality relying on the user to manually modify the underlying PROV document if they wish
to do so, hence requiring familiarity with PROV document syntax.
Table 1. Comparison between ProvViz and existing provenance visualisation systems
Requires Software
Installation
Provenance Explorer [1]
Yes
Prov Viewer [3]
Yes
AVOCADO [8]
No
ProvViz
No
System

Domain-Free
No
Yes
No
Yes

Intuitive Editing
Functionality
No
No
No
Yes

As illustrated by Table 1, what sets the ProvViz application apart from the related work is its
aim to be an introductory tool for the PROV data model, providing an easy-to-use user interface
that enables intuitive PROV editing and visualisation functionality without requiring the user to
modify the PROV document directly. In addition usage of the ProvViz application does not require
downloading or installing any software, and can be used for free at https://provviz.com.
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Demonstration

The proposed demonstration serves as a walk-through of the primary functionality provided by
the ProvViz application. The following sections outline the topics covered by the demonstration in
order.
3.1

Loading a PROV Document

First the primary methods of loading a PROV document into the editor will be demonstrated. This
includes loading a previous or example document, uploading a document, or creating a new empty
document. Supported PROV document formats include PROV-N, PROV-JSON, TriG, PROV-XML
and Turtle. When a PROV document is loaded, it is displayed in the ProvViz editor view, which is
pictured in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. ProvViz editor view of an example PROV document

3.2

Modifying a PROV Document

The majority of the demonstration will consist of demonstrating the PROV editing functionality
made available in the editor view of the ProvViz application (Figure 1). The layout of the editor
view is comprised of a text-editor and a visualiser component. The PROV document can be modified
directly by interacting with the text-editor. The visualiser component can be used to interact with
the visualisation (by panning, zooming, or selecting visualisation items), and make PROV document
modifications intuitively. Supported intuitive PROV editing functionality includes:
–
–
–
–
–

creating or removing Entities, Activities, Agents, Bundles and relationships,
editing the global and Bundle specific namespace declarations,
editing the identifier of an Entity, Activity, Agent or Bundle,
editing the PROV attributes of an Entity, Activity, Agent or Bundle,
moving Entities, Activities and Agents from one Bundle to another, and more.

The majority of editing functionality can be accessed by selecting an Entity, Activity, Agent,
Bundle or relationship, which opens a tabbed inspector component that provides information and
editing functionality related to the selected item. Figure 2 illustrates an example inspector tab
of a selected Entity, where its identifier, attributes and outgoing relationships can be intuitively
modified.
3.3

Visualising a PROV Document

Next the visualisation editing functionality will be demonstrated, which includes:
– modifying the colour and shape of Entities, Activities and Agents,
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Fig. 2. ProvViz visualiser inspector tab for an Entity

– displaying a specific provenance view (Responsibility, Data Flow or Process Flow View ), and
– filtering the Entities, Activities, Agents, Bundles, relationships and namespaces displayed in the
visualisation.
3.4

Exporting the PROV Document and Visualisation

Finally, the functionality available for exporting the modified PROV document and visualisation
will be demonstrated.
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Discussion

The ProvViz application has the potential to fulfil a significant role in the PROV tooling ecosystem.
It provides intuitive PROV editing and visualisation functionality well-suited for those already
familiar with the PROV ontology as well as beginners, in a free-to-use browser-based application.
Making PROV models more accessible in this way would not only promote the PROV data modelling
standard, but data provenance as a whole.
The source code for the ProvViz web application is available in the GitHub repository https:
//github.com/benwerner01/provviz-web and is deployed as a live service at https://provviz.com.
The source code for the visualiser UI component is available at https://github.com/benwerner01/
provviz, where its latest release is published as an NPM package at https://npmjs.com/package/
provviz. We welcome forks and contributions to this project.
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There are opportunities to expand the functionality of ProvViz as follows. Edits of the layout
could be allowed and saved as part of PROV documents, themselves. ProvViz could be extended to
support the editing of provenance templates [6], with dedicated functionality related to templates,
such as template variables and template control parameters. Cloud storage providers could be
integrated into ProvViz as a further method of uploading and saving PROV documents.
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